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Abstract

The consensus algorithm, as one of the cores of blockchain technology, plays

a very critical role. As one of the mainstream consensus methods, PBFT has

the advantages such as low energy consumption and large throughput. However,

the traditional PBFT algorithm also has disadvantages, such as high network

bandwidth occupation, for PBFT needs broadcasting information for all nodes

in stage 3 and 4; limited expandability. With the increase of nodes, the band-

width overhead of the blockchain network will increase significantly, which leads

to a decrease in throughput, so that cause a crash of the blockchain network.

We proposed an improved PBFT consensus based on a credit value bidirection-

ally waning, named BW-PBFT. The algorithm first elects some nodes to form a

committee according to the ballot and the credit value, and then the committee

nodes use the PBFT algorithm for consensus, and calculate the credit value of

the nodes according to the performance in the consensus process. If nodes do not

get punishment anymore, their credit value will approach 50 with the increase of

the blockchain height. Theoretical analysis and experiments prove that the pro-

posed algorithm can effectively improve the quality of the nodes involved in the

consensus.

Keywords: Blockchain, Consensus, Analytic Hierarchy Process, PBFT, DBFT
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1 Introduction

At the beginning of this article, this part will briefly introduce the aims of this article,
the contributions of us, and the structure of this article.

1.1 Motivation

Blockchain is one of the core technologies of Bitcoin [1], a blockchain is a data chain
that uses the hash value as a pointer [2]. It has tamper-proof, programmable, time-
sequence data and other characteristics [3]. Beside of this, blockchain support many
technical extension, such as smart contract [4], cross chain [5]. Due to its advantages,
the blockchain has been using in a lot of area [6], like financial [7], healthcare [8], arti-
ficial intelligence(AI) [9], network security [10], internet of things(IoT) [11], and so
on. The consensus algorithm is one of the hinges of blockchain. The consensus algo-
rithm determines the blockchain’s security, throughput, resource consumption, degree
of decentralization, and so on [12]. At present, the mainstream consensus methods
are mainly divided into Proof of X(PoX) algorithms and Byzantine Fault Toler-
ance(BFT) algorithms [13]. In PoX algorithms, nodes compete to become a committer
peer by proving themselves; BFT algorithms mainly refer to Practical Byzantine Fault
Tolerance algorithms (PBFT) and related improved algorithms based on PBFT.

The proof-of-work algorithm (PoW) used by Bitcoin [1]. In the PoW algorithm, the
consensus nodes compete to solve a math problem for accounting rights and receive vir-
tual currencies as a reward. The algorithm realized the decentralization of blockchain,
which can accommodate 50% of malicious nodes, but the energy consumption of PoW
is too high, and producing a block in ten minutes also leads to low throughput [14].
Proof of state(PoS) is an improvement of proof of workload. The nodes obtain the
equity according to the age of the currency, and the node which has higher equity is
more likely to obtain the accounting right [15]. PPCoin, published in 2012, used PoS as
the consensus mechanism [16], Ethereum [17] has announced that it will turn to PoS
in 2022 [18]. PoS algorithm partially solved the energy consumption problem caused
by the PoW algorithm, but it will lead to the nodes with more currency possession
frequently obtaining accounting rights, which will lead to more and more currency
possession of these nodes.

The practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance(PBFT) consensus algorithm [19] is an
improvement of the Byzantine Fault Tolerance(BFT) algorithm. PBFT reduced the
problem complexity of BFT from exponential to polynomial level, which enabled it to
be applied in reality. PBFT divides nodes into two types by their functions, namely,
the primary node and the backup node, and all nodes can be used as customer nodes.
The primary node is responsible for forwarding all requests launched by customer
nodes to backup nodes. Also, the primary node needs to take the same responsibility
as the backup nodes. After receiving the request from customer nodes and the request
forwarded by the primary node, backup nodes vote in the preparation and submission
stages and return the voting results to the customer node in the reply stage. At the
same time, nodes are divided into Byzantine nodes and non-Byzantine nodes by nodes’
behavior. Byzantine nodes include fault nodes and malicious nodes. These nodes are
called fault nodes that messages cannot send to other nodes during the consensus
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process. It can be caused by network, hardware, or various reasons. Non-Byzantine
nodes are nodes that can normally participate in the consensus and follow the rules.
PBFT solves the energy consumption problem of PoW and also greatly reduces the
output time [20]. However, the nodes using PBFT have to broadcast many times in the
process, which makes the network bandwidth costly and the scalability limited [21].

At present, most academic studies focus on the improvement of PoX and BFT
algorithms [22]. The improvement of the PoX class algorithm mainly focused on the
improvement of its energy consumption. The improvement methods include 1) using
algorithms to identify nodes and reducing the calculation difficulty of meritorious
nodes; 2) changing calculation content and turning meaningless calculations to the
work that solves transactions from the chain; 3) changing the proof content, workload,
to other resources.

1.2 Contributions

The BW-PBFT, presented here, is a modified PBFT algorithm based on a credit value
bidirectionally waning. In this algorithm, a credit value mechanism is introduced to
evaluate the node quality. Each node has its own credit value, and the credit value
above 50 will gradually decay to 50 with increase of the height of the blockchain,
and the credit value below 50 will gradually increase to 50. The algorithm also uses
analytic hierarchy process (AHP) [23] to establish a reward and punishment table for
node behavior. When nodes actively and correctly participate in the consensus, they
will get a credit value reward. On the contrary, when they fail to correctly participate
in the consensus, they will be punished by deducting the credit value. The algorithm
calculates the comprehensive value based on the voting and credit values. The part
with the higher comprehensive value becomes the primary nodes and backup nodes.
These nodes form a committee and keep an additional part of the nodes as alternate
nodes. The alternate nodes are automatically supplemented as backup nodes when the
number of committee nodes is insufficient. If the committee nodes are insufficient and
there is no alternate node. The main contributions of this article include four aspects:

1. An algorithm of bidirectionally waning credit is proposed, and the influence on
credit will decrease over time which is caused by nodes’ behavior, whether good
or bad. It makes the credit value assess nodes’ quality more accurately and in
real-time.

2. Put forward a reward and punishment algorithm (RP). Establish credit value
reward and punishment tables based on the AHP. It makes the intensity of reward
and punishment more accurate. For nodes that make non-honest behavior several
times in a short time, the algorithm will make multiple punishments.

3. The method of selecting committee nodes in DBFT is improved. The committee
nodes are selected by comprehending votes and credit value. Through theoretical
analysis and simulation experiments on a personal computer, the results show that
BW-PBFT can remove malicious nodes from the consensus in time and effectively
improve the overall quality of the nodes participating in the consensus.

4. Through theoretical analysis and simulation experiments on a personal computer,
the results show that BW-PBFT can remove malicious nodes from the consensus
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in time and effectively improve the overall quality of the nodes participating in the
consensus.

1.3 Structure of article

The remainder of the article is included as follows. The part 2 introduces current
research of other people. In section 3, the article briefly introduces the design pur-
pose and significance of this consensus algorithm. The part 4 describes the consensus
algorithm process in detail and theoretically demonstrates the feasibility and safety
of the consensus algorithm from several aspects in section 5. The experiment will be
mentioned in section 5. The last part(part 6) provides a summary of the work and
contributions of this paper.

2 Relate works

At present, most academic studies focus on the improvement of PoX and BFT algo-
rithms [22]. The improvement of the PoX class algorithm mainly focused on the
improvement of its energy consumption. The improvement methods include 1) using
algorithms to identify nodes and reducing the calculation difficulty of meritorious
nodes; 2) changing calculation content and turning meaningless calculations to the
work that solves transactions from the chain; 3) changing the proof content, workload,
to other resources.

Ai et al.[24] combined BFT-type and PoX-type protocols to generate the Proof-
of-Transactions(PoT) consensus, which turns useless calculations into the Internet of
Things transactions. Similarly, Song et al.[25] presented Proof-of-Contribution(PoC)
protocol, and apply it to intellectual property protection. This protocol uses an algo-
rithm to calculate the contribution of work. The node that has the most contribution
point can generate the block. Liu et al. [26] used K-means algorithm to improve
DPoS consensus algorithm. It was used to choose good nodes to form a queue. Dele-
gated Byzantine Fault Tolerance(DBFT) consensus protocol came out with the NEO
project[27], DBFT elects some nodes to use PBFT making consensus from all nodes.
The consensus algorithm partially solves the problem of extendibility in PBFT. The
network bandwidth consumption is determined by the number of committee nodes,
and the increase in total nodes does not increase the bandwidth consumption. However,
DBFT selects a primary node and backup nodes randomly, which cannot guarantee
the quality of the selected nodes. It may cause view changes frequently. Since the
DBFT birth from the NEO project, most of the improvements to the BFT class con-
sensus algorithms are based on DBFT. These algorithms focus on the selection of
nodes participating in the consensus.

Li et al. [28] proposed an improved PBFT blockchain consensus mechanism based
on a reward and punishment strategy(SVBFT). The nodes using SVBFT only send
information to the first node, to reduce the complexity of communication from O(n2)
to O(n). Zhang et al. [29]improved the scalability of the PBFT. They first produced
a method to judge the low-energy nodes and excluded them from consensus in time.
Moreover, they change the number of transactions included in one block to be alterable
due to the application scenario and performance of nodes. Zhan et al. [30]used a
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random selection algorithm called RS to improve the DBFT. RS chose the nodes
participating in consensus from the nodes having won the voting process. It reduced
the number of nodes participating in the consensus. Qiao et al. [31]improved Byzantine
Fault Tolerance by using a trusted list. It improved the security and the quality of
nodes in the blockchain network. Zhang et al. [32]proposed a genetic algorithm and
used it in PBFT. It monitored the behavior of the nodes in the committee, and selected
nodes multiple times due to the indicators to get the best consensus group. Li et
al. [33]proposed Scalable Hierarchical Byzantine Fault Tolerance(SHBFT). It divided
nodes into two layers and a primary node and separated client nodes into several
groups. Each group only sent requests to their own secondary node and other nodes
in the same layer. It obviously reduced the connection pressure above the blockchain
network. In a similar way, Qushtom et al. [34] divided the system in to two layers. The
higher layer was constituted by virtual nodes which are maps of clusters from lower
layer. Li et al. [35] also used stratification, proposed H-PBFT consensus algorithm.

3 Design goals

The traditional PBFT consensus algorithm has a high network complexity. With the
increase of consensus nodes, the blockchain network will finally reach a state the
network cannot work due to excessive network pressure. The DBFT algorithm and its
improved algorithm focusing at the present stage did not combine the performance in
the consensus process with the election process, which lead to that the nodes elected
are not certainly the nodes having performed well in the consensus process. This article
presents the BW-PBFT consensus algorithm and will show the detail in Part 3. The
partial objectives of this consensus algorithm are as follows:

1. The consensus algorithm retains the advantages of traditional PBFT, ensures that
the containment of Byzantine nodes will not decline, and absorbs the advantages
of other studies.

2. With the increase of time, the influence on the credit value caused by the good or
bad performances of the withdrawal nodes in the consensus process will gradually
weaken. This way can reduce the influence of network factors on the credit value.

3. Nodes having performed poorly will be removed from the consensus and the overall
quality of the committee nodes will be continuously optimized.

4 BW-PBFT

BW-PBFT is an improved algorithm based on DBFT. Its core idea is to select some
nodes to participate in the consensus according to the credit value and votes. This
section details each part of the consensus algorithm.

4.1 System model

As shown in Figure 1, BW-PBFT divides the nodes into four types, namely, the
primary node, the alternate nodes, the backup nodes, and the ordinary nodes.
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Fig. 1 System model in election stage and consensus stage, and transition between two stage
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4.1.1 The primary node

The primary node in BW-PBFT is basically equivalent to the first node in PBFT.
Differently, the first node in BW-PBFT is also responsible for launching elections,
participating in voting, and collecting nodes’ behavior. The primary node belongs to
the committee;

4.1.2 Alternate node

Alternate nodes use PBFT for consensus. The alternate nodes are basically equivalent
to the backup nodes in PBFT. In addition, the alternate nodes are also responsible
for participating in voting and collecting nodes behavior, alternate nodes also belong
to the committee;

4.1.3 Backup node

The backup nodes are as same as the ordinary nodes before entering the committee.
These nodes do not participate in the consensus. When committee nodes are vacant,
the backup nodes shall be supplemented in order;

4.1.4 Normal node

Normal nodes do not participate in the consensus and broadcast their own transaction
to all committee nodes.

4.2 Hypothesis

The BW-PBFT relies on the following three hypotheses.

1. Initially, the number of Byzantine nodes in the committee nodes is less than f (the
total number of committee nodes is 3f + 1). It is mean that the composition of
initial committee nodes complies with the minimum criteria of PBFT operating.

2. The state of the blockchain network and nodes hardware is stable, which means
the loss probabilities of nodes will not change in a long time.

3. The number of non-Byzantine nodes in all the nodes is much greater than 2f + 1.

4.3 Transactions, Rewards and Punishment Records, Blocks

There are three important data structures in BW-PBFT: 1) transactions (hereinafter
referred to as Ts); 2) rewards and punishment records (hereinafter referred to as RPr);
3) blocks. These three data structures are shown in Table 1.

The reward and punishment records are organized as the data type of a dictionary.
For example, in the reward record 1:2,4:1, it means that the object node will get 2
rewards in level 1 and 1 reward in level 4 in this round of consensus. Ts and RPr are
organized in one block as the two Merkle Trees [36](see Figure 2), which are the main
content in the block body, and write the root hash into the block.
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Table 1 Ts, RPr, and the block structure

Struct Member Description

Ts

Hash Hash of other members.
From Hash address of the payer.
To Hash address of the payee.
Message Any message from the payer.
Signature Signature from the payer.

RPr

Hash Hash of other members.
Address Address of the object.
flag Mark this record as punishment or reward.
Record Records dictionary.

Block

Index Auto-increment from 1.
Pre-Hash Hash of the last block.
Time Time of this block be built.
Hash Hash of other members.
Trroot Hash address of the payer.
To Hash address of the payee.
Message Any message from the payer.
Signature Signature from the payer.

4.4 Flow Path

The consensus process of BW-PBFT is shown in Figure 3, unlike PBFT, the nodes
involved in the consensus process should collect the behavior of the nodes and convert
them into RPr, and the transformation of rewards and punishment records will be
detailed in section 4.5. The settlement of credit values of nodes are made after the
block is generated, and the settlement will be detailed in section 4.6 of this chapter.
Then set the nodes which credit value below the threshold as ordinary nodes, and
supplement committee nodes from backup nodes. If there is no more backup node and
the number of committee nodes is still insufficient, a re-election must be initiated by
the primary node, and the election process is detailed in section 4.7.

4.5 Reward and punishment table and RPr

Table 2 Judgment matrix

Objective C1 C2 C3 C4

C1 g11 = 1 g12 g13 g14
C2 g21 = 1/g12 g22 = 1 g23 g24
C3 g31 = 1/g13 g32 = 1/g23 g33 = 1 g34
C4 g41 = 1/g14 g42 = 1/g24 g43 = 1/g34 g44 = 1

The reward and punishment table is divided into reward behavior table and pun-
ishment behavior table, which use AHP to establish. In Figure 4, the good behaviors
of nodes are associated with the factors in the efficient and normal operation of the
blockchain. Bad behaviors should also be established in the same way. Then, the
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Fig. 2 Recording Merkel tree. The hash value of each RPr and Ts will be used as leaf nodes of the
Merkel tree. Each two next leaf nodes will be merged and hashed, and the hash will be used as the
last layer node, in this way, it will finally merge into one node, which will be the Merkel root and
written in the block. The trading Merkel tree is a similar structure.

judgment matrix (see Table 2) can be constructed. Compare the importance of these
criteria relative to objective and test consistency, Ck (k=1,2,3...) in the table repre-
sents criteria, gij (i,j=1,2,3...) represent the degree of the importance of Ci relative to
Cj The importance of the degree, gji is the reciprocal of gij .

Table 3 Reward Level Table

Level Behaviors Level Behaviors

1 B3, B5 3 B1, B2

2 B4, B7 4 B6, B8

Secondly, the judgment matrix is also established for the good and bad behavior
about each factor. Subsequently, construct the judgment matrix among behaviors and
each criterion in same way. Then, it can obtain the weights of the influence of each good
and bad behavior on the objective and the consistency test is conducted. Behaviors
can be sorted due to the weights. Finally, the behaviors are divided into different levels
according to the equal frequency binning method, so as to establish the reward and
punishment table (see Table 3), which is displayed as the reward table in the paper.

After a round of consensus, the behaviors information should be converted to
the corresponding reward and punishment records. For example, after one round of
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Fig. 3 BW-PBFT consensus process. Nodes are divided into three groups due to credit value.

consensus, node i has two behaviors B3, one behavior B7, one behavior B4. The reward
dictionary in the reward and punishment records is {1:2,2:2}.

4.6 Credit Value Settlement

Credit value settlement includes two parts, credit waning and credit rewards and
punishments. First, the waning value is calculated, and the specific Algorithm 1, k is
a parameter no greater than 49. As the k larger, as the waning of credit value slower.
The reward value is calculated by the following equation 1:

AwardV alueit =

Ai

t∑

(a:b)∈Dict

Awarda × b. (1)
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Fig. 4 Hierarchical chart. The Objective layer is the object that blockchain runs efficiently and
exactly. The criterion layer is the factors affecting the operation of the blockchain. Some examples of
factors are listed in the figure. The scheme layer is the behavior of nodes in this model.

Algorithm 1 Credit Bidirectionally Wane

Input: OldCredit
Output: WaneV alue
1: if OldCredit < k then

2: return Round down((49− k)/k2 ∗OldCredit2 + 1)
3: else

4: if OldCredit < 100− k then

5: return Round down(50−OldCredit)
6: else

7: return Round down((k − 49)/k2 ∗ (OldCredit− 100)2 − 1)
8: end if

9: end if

Dict is a reward dictionary,a represents the level of behavior, and b represents count
of behavior in level a. Awarda is the reward value of the level of integrity behavior.
Ai

t is the RPr dictionary of node i between blocks t − 1 and t. AwardV alueit is the
award value of node i after the generation of block t.

The calculation method of punishment value is similar to the reward at the begin-
ning, which is obtaining the initial punishment value according to the recording
dictionary. Differently, each node independently has a punishment coefficient Mi and
the deadline of penalty Di, the initial value must be multiplied by the coefficient to
obtain the final punishment value. The specific algorithm(see algorithm 2) is used to
calculate punishment value.

Finally, the new credit value is calculated according to the waning value, reward
value, and punishment value. The calculation equation 2 is as follows:
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Algorithm 2 Calculate Punishment Value

Input: node id i
Output: PunishV alue
1: Sum original value based on i.
2: PunishV alue ⇐ Origin Value
3: Get Blockchain Height.
4: if i.PunishDeadline < Height then
5: i.PunishMultiple ⇐ 1
6: else

7: i.PunishMultiple ⇐ Smalleronein(5, i.PunishMultiple+ 1)
8: end if

9: i.PunishDeadline ⇐ (Height+ 20)
10: return PunishV alue

Ci
t+1 = Min(Max(Ci

t +WaneV alueit +AwardV alueit − PunishV alueit, 0), 100) (2)

4.7 Election

When the number of committee nodes does not meet the operational requirements,
an election need relaunched. In the election phase, all the nodes on the chain can vote
for a node, which can be either itself or any one node on the chain. Then, according
to the comprehensive value obtained by the votes and the corresponding credit values.
The equation 3 for the comprehensive value is:

Si = ni/NA ∗ 100 ∗ α+ Ci ∗ (1− α) (3)

In this formula, Si is the comprehensive value of node i, ni is the number of votes
obtained of node i in the commission stage, NA is the number of all nodes, Ci is the
credit value of node i, α is a number greater than 0 and less than 1. When α approaches
1, the entrance of the committee is more dependent on voting, conversely, it is more
dependent on the credit value. Subsequently, according to the comprehensive value,
nodes are arranged from large to small. The previous Nc nodes are selected to form
the committee, and the first node is the primary node. When the number of nodes is
sufficient, keep nodes between Nc + 1 and 3/2 ∗Nc to be retained as alternate nodes.
Nc is the number of nodes required by the committee. Set the credit value of the Nc+1
node, CNc+1, to be threshold.

5 Protocol analysis

This chapter will analyze the algorithm from the theoretical aspects. The analysis is
based on feasibility, consistency, blockchain activity, communication complexity, time
of block generation, extendibility, and comparison with other consensus protocols.
The number of committee nodes is 3f + 1. Nodes are considered to be composed of
these parts, reliable nodes R, disconnected nodes D and evil nodes E, among which
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bad nodes and lost nodes are collectively referred to as Byzantine nodes. The reliable
nodes are the nodes that participate in the consensus agreement and rarely fail. The
lost node is a node that does not communicate with other nodes. The evil behavior of
malicious nodes will be judged as the higher level behavior in the punishment table.
When the malicious behavior is detected, the punishment will make the credit of evil
node under the threshold, and it will be directly removed from the committee.

5.1 Feasibility

Feasibility refers to the ability that the blockchain using BW-PBFT for consensus oper-
ates normally and correctly and records on-chain transactions exactly. The consensus
protocol initially meets the necessary and sufficient conditions for PBFT operation,
that is, the number of Byzantine nodes is less than or equal to f , and the reliable
nodes are more than or equal to 2f + 1. The reliable nodes are considered to be the
nodes with few network and hardware failures. When the consensus protocol is run-
ning, reliable nodes will correctly participate in the consensus and contribute to the
blockchain network, and the nodes can get the credit value reward. Even if the network
or software failure occasionally, the credit value will increase again after continuing to
participate in the consensus correctly, so the reliable nodes will not be removed from
the committee. Therefore, the reliable nodes are always more than 2f + 1.

5.2 Consistency

Consistency requires all nodes to achieve the same result after one round of consensus
is completed, that is, no fork in blockchain. The necessary and sufficient condition of
consistency is as same as feasibility, that the number of Byzantine nodes is less than
or equal to f . Therefore, the BW-PBFT meets the consistency.

5.3 Blockchain activity

Blockchain activity is expressed as the proportion of reliable nodes and evil nodes in
the committee. The evolution of the activity is shown in Table 4. As the consensus
progresses, the proportion of reliable nodes gradually increases, and blockchain activity
will also rise in fluctuation.

5.4 Communication Complexity

If the committee nodes are n, the committee uses PBFT for consensus. All the prepa-
ration and submission stages in the consensus need to broadcast all nodes within the
committee, so the communication complexity is O(n2).

5.5 Block Generation Time

The generation interval of a block of blockchain can be basically equivalent to the time
of one consensus round. In the case of the consensus method of PBFT, the consensus
time is affected by the activity of the blockchain. The higher the blockchain activity,
the shorter the consensus time and the block generation cost. The initial block-out
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Table 4 Activity Evolution

Index T0
1 T1

2 T2
3 limn→∞ Tn

4

Number of
evil nodes

E0 E1(E1 ≥ E0) E2(E2 ≤ E0 ≤ E1) limn→∞ En = 0

Number of
disconnected

nodes
D0 D1(D1 ≤ D0) D2 limn→∞ Dn = 0

Number of
reliable nodes

R0 R1(R1 ≥ R0) R2(R2 ≥ R1 ≥ R0) limn→∞ Rn = Nc

Activity L0 = (E0 +R0)/Nc L1 ≥ L0) L2 limn→∞ Ln = 1

1Origin state.
2After the first time the credit values of the disconnected nodes are below the threshold, the original
disconnected nodes are removed from the committee. Alternate nodes do supplement.
3After the evil nodes first do evil, the malicious nodes are removed from the committee.
4The number of dependent nodes increases with the number of consensus rounds and approaches to
the number of committee nodes.

time is equivalent to the PBFT block-out time T0. As the consensus proceeds, the
blockchain activity increases, and the block-out time will be lower than the PBFT
block-out time.

5.6 Extendibility

Nodes can join the blockchain at any time according to the requirements of the
blockchain, and the initialized credit value of the new node is 50. A new node can get
information on blocks by broadcast requests in the blockchain network. Adding nodes
will not affect the communication complexity of the committee, so the scalability is
good.

5.7 Comparison with Other Consensus Agreements

As shown in Table 5, BW-PBFT is compared with PBFT, DBFT, and PoW in terms of
environment, communication complexity, first node selection, power cost, blockchain
activity, block generation time, and fault tolerance.

6 Experiment

In this section, simulation experiments will be used to separately verify the feasi-
bility of the bidirectionally waning credit mechanism, and the characteristics of the
BW-PBFT algorithm, which are feasibility, high efficiency, and self-optimization. The
experiment was simulated on a personal computer in Python language. The experi-
mental configuration is 1) CPU: Intel (R) Core (TM) i7-6700HQ CPU @ 2.60GHz; 2)
RAM: 16GB; 3) OS: Windows 10.
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Table 5 Consensus Agreement Comparison

Items BW-PBFT PBFT DBFT PoW

Environment Consortium Consortium Consortium Public

Communication
Complexity

O(n2) O(m2) O(n2) -

First Node
Selection

The first node in
rank thatcombined
credit and vote.

Random select
or by election.

Select
by vote

The first node that
solve the puzzle.

Power Cost Low Low Low High

Blockchain
Activity

> L0 L0 L0 -

Time Cost for
Block Construction

< T0 T0 T0 10min

Fault-Tolerant 3f + 1 < n 3f + 1 < m 3f + 1 < n < 50%m

n is the nodes amount in committee, m is the amount of all nodes.

Fig. 5 Waning values of nodes at each credit value

6.1 Validation of the Bidirectional Attenuation Mechanism

To verify the credit value decay mechanism, do the following experiments, make k to
be 25,35 and 45, and get the waning value at each credit value between 0 and 100 (see
Figure 5); make k to be 25,35 and 45, and test how many blocks need to make the
credit value to decrease from 100 to 50 and increase from 0 to 50. The experimental
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results show that the node credit value will gradually decay to 50 with the increase of
the blockchain height, and the credit value will be slow to 50 when the credit value of
the node is away from 50, and be fast in contrary.

6.2 Verify Feasibility, High Efficiency, and Self-optimization

Table 6 Experimental Parameters

Experimental
label

Number of
committee

nodes

Number of
backup
nodes

Total
number
of nodes

k

1 20 10 100 35
2 20 10 100 45
3 30 15 100 35
4 30 15 100 45
5 50 25 1000 35
6 50 25 1000 45
7 80 40 1000 35
8 80 40 1000 45

In this section, eight experiments were performed according to the parameters of
Table 6. Assuming that there are evil nodes in all the nodes, the evil nodes will have an
evil behavior every 10 rounds. In addition, the stability levels of the nodes are different.
In each round of consensus, different nodes have different loss rates, and the non-evil
nodes with a loss rate lower than 5% are called stable nodes. A total of 200 rounds
of consensus were performed for each experiment. After each consensus, counted the
current status of the committee network and the number of malicious nodes. The
committee network status representation method is the proportion of stable nodes in
the committee nodes. In the experiment, the case of that Byzantine nodes are more
than f, it can get feasible.

The results of experiences were plotted as graphs. As shown in Figure 6, eight
results show that with the increase of the block chain height, committee network
condition can be improved, in the smaller committees can faster get promotion. In
experiments 1-4, the stable nodes in the committee has occupied hundred percent
in the committee. In blockchain with larger scale, the committee is larger, network
stability can quickly get more than 30% of the ascension.

According to Figure 7, in each experiment, when evil nodes do illegal things at the
first time, the committee can find the evil nodes in time and exclude them out of the
committee, and it is difficult for the evil nodes to re-enter the committee.

7 Summary and The Future Work

Blockchain has a fairly broad application prospect because it is programmable, timing,
and tamper-proofing. One of the problems that blockchain can not be widely used is
that its consensus mechanism is not suitable. The PoX type consensus mechanisms are
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Fig. 6 The changes of stability of the blockchain network with the increase of blockchain height

prone to waste resource and have a long transaction delays. The consensus mechanisms
of BFT type also have some problems, such as large network load pressure and poor
scalability.

The BW-PBFT algorithm proposed in this paper is an improved algorithm based
on PBFT, which is used to solve the problems in the PBFT algorithm, such as poor
extendibility, uneven quality of consensus nodes, and poor blockchain activity. The
core idea of the algorithm is to use a credit value to represent the quality of the node,
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Fig. 7 The changes of evil nodes number with the increase of blockchain height

and transform the performance of the node during the consensus through the algo-
rithm into a credit value reward or punishment, but also use the credit bidirectionally
waning algorithm to weaken the influence of the nodes’ past behavior on the cur-
rent state. Within this algorithm, the credit value of nodes will tend to 50 with the
increase of blockchain height. In the election stage of the committee, the voting and
credit value are combined, and the node with a high comprehensive ranking is selected
as the primary node and the backup node. It can be seen in the analysis in part 5,
BW-PBFT is superior to other consensus mechanisms in aspects of energy consump-
tion, blockchain activity, and block generation time. The experiments in part 6 also
demonstrate the feasibility and characteristics of self-optimization of the algorithm.

Future work will focus on solving the problem that the primary node is vulnerable
to be attacked for the primary node is in an open situation.
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